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Code Division Multiple Access �CDMA� technology is gaining momentum as the preferred wireless

system for the next generation Personal Communication Systems �PCS�
 In CDMA systems� voice

is encoded and packaged in variable length packets that are transported between the mobile station

and the switching center
 While the packetization provides a great �exibility in resource allocation� it

poses a Quality of Service �QoS� problem on voice
 In this paper� we discuss link dimensioning for a

typical CDMA encoder
 We consider a T��E� link extending between a CDMA basestation and the

Mobile Switching Center
 Tra�c from various voice sources is subject to a framing scheme� which

presents a semi�periodic batch input at the T��E� interface cards
 We analyze the resulting queuing

system using discrete�time analysis and verify our results through simulation
 Our results show the

accuracy of the analysis and the potential statistical gain that can be achieved by voice packetization


� Introduction

Code Division Multiple Access 	CDMA
 cellular system promise many advantages over its AMPS

and TDMA counterparts� The advantages include enhanced privacy� resistance to jamming�

improved voice quality� improved hando� performance� and soft 	and increased
 capacity ��� ���

One important aspect of CDMA is the usage of a variable bit rate 	VBR
 voice encoder which

reduces the required bandwidth 	on the land network
 and interference 	on the airlink
� The

vocoder detects speech and silence in the voice process and adjusts its rate accordingly� It also

tunes out background noise and dynamically varies its data transmission rate to operate at one

of four di�erent levels�

The VBR vocoder impacts the airlink interface capacity as shown in ����� Though the air link

capacity is the scarce resource in a cellular system� it is nonetheless important to optimize the

usage and design the land interconnecting network e�ciently� A base station 	BS
 is connected

to a Mobile Switching Center 	MSC
 via leased lines� These leased lines are quite expensive and

add to the cost of operating the cellular system�

In this paper we study the issue of BS�MSC interconnection� We provide a methodology for

performance analysis and dimensioning of the involved communication links to satisfy the quality

of service� The quality of service is expressed in terms of a delay bound 	maximum allowable

delay
 and a packet loss probability� We use discrete�time analysis methodology as developed in

��� �� �� to analyze the problem and validate our results using simulation�

yParts of this paper are based on research supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft �DFG� under

grant Tr������	
zcorresponding author
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Figure �� Voice Path from Mobiles to the BS�MSC link

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we describe the problem under

consideration and state the objectives of studying it� In Section �� the analysis of the model is

presented� In Section �� we provide a numerical study and validation of the models introduced�

Section � concludes the paper�

� Problem Description

Consider a basestation in a CDMA system� The major functionality of the BS is to perform the

IS��� air interface speci�cs and provide connection between the mobile users and the central

o�ce switch� Let us focus our attention on the BS�MSC link in the reverse direction 	i�e�� from

BS to MSC
� Let the link capacity be C bits�sec� The capacity typically comes in multiples of

the DS channel rate which is �� kbps or �� kbps 	depending on line coding used
� The link

is statistically shared among both the packetized voice tra�c of the connected sources and the

signaling packets� A limited bu�er of size B bits is provided to store the incoming packets until

the link becomes available�

The link interface card implements a data link layer which is very similar to the HDLC

protocol� Higher priority is given for signaling packets with regards to bu�er sharing� Signaling

packets can push out already existing voice packets if they �nd a full bu�er�

Let us now describe the sequence of operations performed on voice packet until they reach the

link bu�er� At the mobile station� the vocoder adapts its rate according to speech activity� noise

and threshold� In steady state� an �K vocoder is transmits in of four rates with a probability as

shown in Table ��

Table �� Rate distribution and corresponding packet lengths

Rate �bps� Packet Length �bit� Probability

�� ��� ����

�� �� ���

�� �� ���

�� �� ����
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Another version of the vocoder that provides better voice quality operates at a maximum

rate of ���� kbps 	��K vocoder
� In this work� we focus on the �K vocoder without loss of

generality� At the base station� for each mobile station a digital signal processor unit 	ASIC
 is

allocated that performs IS��� processing and retrieves the packetized voice data from the raw

IS��� stream� A processor attached to the ASICs will schedule packet transmission from the

di�erent sources according to a framing mechanism described as follows� A system wide frame

of T � � msec is used to multiplex the packets� The frame is divided into M slots with length

T�M msec� For each voice source one slot is assigned during call setup and the source is only

allowed to transmit packets in the assigned slot� This slot may change only when a call goes

through a hard hando�� The slot assignment is done such that the load is distributed evenly

among the slots� It is possible that more than one source is assigned to the same slot�

The link bu�er receives the packetized voice and signaling 	related to call processing
 in its

common bu�er and transmits the packets in a FIFO manner�

The quality of service for the BS�MSC link is de�ned as follows�

� Maximum delay for an arbitrary packet should be less than d msec� Typically� d is set to �

msec� Since the delays involved are random� we express the maximum delay as the ������

quantile of the delay distribution of an arbitrary packet�

� The packet loss probability due to the �nite bu�er should be kept below � where � is

typically ��� � ����

When designing a system the following questions need to be addressed� What is the minimum

link speed C required for a given number N of voice channels which the BS is serving� The

other way around�what is the number N of voice channels that can be supported by a given

link capacity C� Finally� what is the appropriate bu�er size B to sustain the required quality

of service� Large bu�ers would increase the maximum possible delay while enhancing the loss

performance�

Signaling tra�c is assumed to generate �� of the voice tra�c� Typically � is about �� to

��� We concentrate on the voice tra�c only and we can scale the obtained results to re�ect

the e�ect of signaling�

� Queuing Model and Solution

The problem described above can be abstracted as follows� Due to the framing structure the

voice packet arrivals would be a deterministic arrival process with a given number of arrivals at

each slot� This is only true� however� for the limited period of time where we have a particular call

mix� Since a very large number of slot allocations is possible considering all possible realizations

would result in a binomial distribution of the number of packets in a given slot� The service time

is given by the packet length divided by link speed C�

We consider the bit bu�er as a �nite capacity queuing model operating in discrete time� Time

is discretized into intervals of unit length �� which is the transmission time of a single data�unit�

The size of a data�unit is given by the greatest common divisor of the packet lengths as given

�



by a discrete r�v� 	random variable
 V 	in this work the distribution of V is given by Table �
�

During a single duty cycle of constant length a� which is a multiple of �� packets transmitted

by the active fraction of N sources are collected and submitted to the bu�er� Thus� we have

arrivals of batches of packets� each of which is a batch of data�units� The number of active

sources� and hence the number of packets in a batch� is governed by a binomially distributed

r�v� X � b	N� ����
� where b	z� p
 denotes the binomial distribution with parameters z and p�

Two di�erent admission policies are considered� if an arriving packet does not �t into the

bu�er�

�� Partial packet loss� free positions of the bu�er are �lled� the remaining data�units are lost�

�� Full packet loss� the packet is lost as a whole�

It should be noted that partial packet loss policy does not make sense from the implementation�s

point of view� Nevertheless� it makes sense in terms of the state analysis which is simpli�ed for

partial packet loss� For the parameter sets investigated here assuming partial packet loss leads

to the same results as full packet loss as will be seen later�

Some related queuing problems have been considered in the literature before� In ��� a single

server in�nite queue with Poisson batch arrivals and general service times 	M �X��G��
 is studied�

���� derives the generating function of the state probabilities of the GI �X��M�c system� Statistical

multiplexers for packetized voice connections are investigated in ��� and ���� All these models

have in�nite bu�ers in common while we have to deal with a �nite bu�er�

In ��� and ��� �nite queuing systems with batch arrivals are investigated� The blocking proba�

bilities for full and partial packet loss of the M �X��M���S and G�X��D���S queuing systems are

derived� respectively� The di�erence to the queuing system investigated here is that in our case

the batching process has two stages� batches of packets� each of which is a batch of data�units�

��� State Analysis

����� Partial packet loss

When analyzing the bu�er occupancy distribution using discrete time analysis technique ��� �� ��

one keeps track of the time�dependent un�nished work process� This process is described by the

r�v��s
U�
n r�v� for the number of data�units present in the bu�er immediately prior to the arrival

instant of the nth batch�

U�
n r�v� for the number of data�units in bu�er immediately after the arrival instant of the

nth batch�

Yn r�v� for the number of data�units in batch n�

The discrete distributions of these r�v��s are denoted by u�n 	k
� u�n 	k
� and yn	k
� respectively�

The relation between these r�v��s is given by

U�
n � minfU�

n � Yn� sg� 	�a


U�
n�� � maxfU�

n � a� g� 	�b


�
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Figure �� computational diagram for bu�er occupancy distribution

In terms of the discrete distributions the last equation reads

u�n 	k
 � �s�u�n 	k
� yn	k
 � 	�a


u�n��	k
 � ���u
�
n 	k
� �	k � a
 �� 	�b


where �s��� and ����� are linear sweep operators on probability distributions de�ned by

�m�z	k
� �

������
�����

z	k
 for k � m�
�X
i�m

z	i
 for k � m�

 for k 	 m�

	�a


�m�z	k
� �

������
�����

 for k � m�
mX

i���

z	i
 for k � m�

z	k
 for k 	 m�

	�b


and  �� denotes the discrete convolution

z	k
 � z�	k
 � z		k
 �

��X
i���

z�	k � i
 � z		k
� 	�


Note� that the convolution of a distribution z	k
 and the distribution de�ned by the Kronecker�

function

�	k � a
 �

�
� for k � a � �

 for k � a �� 
	�


denotes a shift of z	k
 by a indices�

Since Eqn� 	�
 represents a recursive relation between the system states seen upon arrival by

consecutive batches�

u�n��	k
 � ����
s�u�n 	k
� yn	k
�� �	k � a
 �� 	�


it gives rise to the algorithm depicted in the computational diagram Figure �� It should be noted

that the convolutions involved can be computed e�ciently by using fast Fourier transforms

	FFTs
� In our case of identically and independently distributed batch sizes Yn 	in data�units
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the computational diagram describes an iterative algorithm to determine the equilibrium bu�er

occupancy distribution

u�	k
 � lim
n��

u�n 	k
� 	�


To complete the derivation we have to give the distribution yn	k
 of r�v� Yn� Since Yn is the

sum of X r�v��s V � yn	k
 is the compound distribution of the corresponding distributions x	k


and v	k
�

yn	k
 �

NX
i��

v�i	k
 � x	i
 	�


Here� v�i	k
 denotes the i�fold convolution of v	k
 with itself and� naturally� v��	k
 � �	
�

����� Full packet loss

If we employ this policy the whole packet is lost if it does not �t into the bu�er upon arrival�

We obtain the following equations for the system�state r�v��s as de�ned above

U�
n �

�
U�
n � Yn if U�

n � Yn � s

U�
n � !Yn if U�

n � Yn 	 s
	�a


U�
n�� � maxfU�

n � a� g� 	�b


where r�v� !Y denotes the fraction of Yn that is accepted� Distributions of these r�v��s are given

as

u�n 	k
 � �u�n � yn�	k
 ��
�X

i�s�k��

v	i


�
�
NX
j��

x	j


j��X
i��

�u�n � v�i�	k
 k � � � � � � s� 	�a


u�n��	k
 � ���u
�
n 	k
� �	k � a
 �� 	�b


where Eqn� 	�a
 is derived as follows� Consider the arrival of a batch of j packets which occurs

with probability x	j
� If the batch is small enough to �t into the bu�er completely U�
n � k if

U�
n � Yn � k� The batch does not �t into the bu�er and is truncated to leave U�

n � k if for any

 � i � j � � i packets together with U�
n sum up to k and the length of the 	i � �
th packet

exceeds s� k� Unconditioning with respect to variables i and j gives rise to Eqn� 	�a
�

As with partial packet loss� Eqn� 	�
 represents a recursive relation between system states

seen upon arrival of consequent batches and� hence� gives rise to an iterative algorithm to cal�

culate the state probabilities in equilibrium�

��� Packet Loss Probability and Waiting Time Distribution

The derivation of the packet loss probability and the waiting time distribution applies for both

partial and full packet loss policy�

Observing a tagged packet� we de�ne the r�v� Y � to be the end� i�e�� the last data�unit of this

packet within its batch of packets� y�	k
 denotes the corresponding distribution� Clearly� given

�



a bu�er occupancy of U upon arrival of the batch the tagged packet is lost if U � Y � 	 s� This

leads to the loss probability as given by

ploss �
�X

i�s��

�u� y��	i
� 	��


where distribution y�	k
 remains to be derived�

To that end we de�ne the conditional distribution y�jX�j	k
� which denotes the distribution

of the tagged packet�s end arriving within a batch of j packets� Since the position of the tagged

packet within the batch is distributed uniformly by applying complete probability formula we

obtain

y�jX�j	k
 �

jX
i��

v�i	k
 �
�

j
� 	��


The probability for the tagged packet to arrive within a batch of j packets is j � x	j
�E� X ��

where the operator E� Z � denotes the expectation of r�v� Z� Thus� unconditioning with respect

to j gives

y�	k
 �
�

E� X �

NX
j��

y�jX�j	k
 � j � x	j


�
�

E� X �

NX
j��

x	j


jX
i��

v�i	k
� 	��


The waiting time distribution w	k
 for packets transmitted is given by the bu�er occupancy

U that a tagged packet which is granted admission sees plus the work brought into the system

by the packets ahead of it 	including the tagged packet itself
� Y �� De�ning thus

!U� � U� � Y � 	��a


!u� � u�	k
� y�	k
 	��b


the waiting time distribution reads

w	k
 �

���
��

!u�	k
Ps
i�� !u�	i


 � k � s�

 k 	 s�

� Results

The quality of service for the BS�MSC link is de�ned in terms of both the delay of an arbitrary

packet and the packet loss probability� The delay should be less than d � � msec for ������ of

the packets and the packet loss should be below some � � ����� ����� Figures � and � show

the probability for a packet to experience a delay of more than d � � msec and the packet loss

probability versus the number of voice channels� respectively� The packet length distribution

is the distribution of Table � and the bu�er size is B � � kB� The diagrams clearly indicate

that the limitation of the packet delay constitutes the stronger constraint� Take for instance
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the �� � �� kbps curve� the loss probability constraint suggests a support of �� voice channels

whereas the delay limitation allows only a number of �� voice channels to be supported� Since

both the loss and the delay curves are steep the quality of service improves signi�cantly if one

allows a few voice channels less to be supported� Considering again the �� � �� kbps curve� the

loss probability drops � orders of magnitude when supporting only �� channels instead of ����
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Figure �� Complementary Packet Delay Distribution

In the following� we will review the questions issued in section Section �� Table � shows

the maximum number of voice channels that can be supported given a certain link capacity

	in multiples of �� kbps
� The resulting statistical multiplex gain is depicted in Figure �� The

multiplex gain is de�ned as the ratio of the maximum number of voice channels that can be

supported and the minimum number of voice channels supported when applying peak bit rate

allocation� The latter value is given by the ratio of the link capacity and the maximum voice

channel bit rate� The multiplex gain crosses the break even line 	�
 at � � �� kbps and reaches

��� at �� �� kbps� Thus� the statistical multiplexing provides a reasonable gain over peak rate

allocation for rates larger than � � �� kbps�

Figure � illustrates the in�uence of the bu�er size on the quality of service as expressed by

the packet loss probability� The link speed is �� �� kbps which is equivalent to � data�units

per duty cycle� Consequently� a bu�er smaller than � data�units is emptied in each duty cycle�

each batch of packets �nds an empty bu�er� This explains the bends at B � � data�units for

�� ���� ��� and � channels� For bu�ers larger than � data�units a queue builds up in

the bu�er and the typical exponential tail can be observed� The � channels curve exhibiting

no bend is due to the fact that the length of the maximum possible batch is �� data�units�

Comparing the curves it can be seen that the bu�er size required to guarantee a packet loss

smaller than ��� increases non�linearly with the number of channels to support�
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Table �� Maximum Number of Multiplexable Voice Channels

Link Speed ���kbps� Voice Channels

� �

� ��

� ��

�� ��

�� ��

� ���

�� ���

�� ���

� ��

Finally� to show the accuracy of the results obtained� Figure � also shows simulation results

for full packet loss for typical parameter sets� Since the crosses 	�
 are covering the curves� the

results are accurate and one may use the part loss computation which is easier to implement

and runs with less computational e�ort�

� Conclusion and Outlook

We presented a methodology for studying the performance of statistical multiplexing of packe�

tized voice in CDMA systems� The results from our model compare favorably with the simulation

and show the accuracy of the approximation methodology� We have seen that for almost all prac�
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tical link speeds� statistical multiplexing provides a reasonable gain over peak rate allocation 	or

circuit switching
�

The model does not capture the correlation in the arrival process that is due to the fact

that the voice encoding process is dependent on voice activity detection� As an extension to this

work� we will study the same problem under the assumption that voice sources are modeled by a

�



multi�rate Markov modulated process� The system analysis is then decomposed into two phases�

�rst� we capture the short term queue dynamics using the technique in this paper� Then we use

large deviations theory to study the queue dynamics when the sources are multi�rate Markov

modulated process� The results from the two phases can then be combined to provide a better

understanding of the queuing behavior�
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